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To conclude the A-Place project, three closing events will take place 

in three partner cities during the fourth and final year. The events will 

be held in Brussels in May 2023, Barcelona in June 2023, and Lisbon 

in September 2023. 

The purpose of these events is twofold: to share the outcomes 

of the A-Place project with stakeholders engaged in fostering 

a sense of place and belonging in our interconnected and 

multicultural societies, and also to provide a platform for 

reflection upon the results achieved throughout the project. 

Ultimately, the aim of these gatherings is to facilitate meaningful 

discussions and exchanges among architects, artists, scholars, 

cultural agents, and educators from diverse academic levels and fields, 

all of whom play crucial roles in collaborating with communities to 

create and shape meaningful places. 

The overarching theme of the third closing event, "Sensing Places Together," 

will focus on the perception and representation of places through our senses 

and diverse media. The event will explore how individual perceptions influence 

the collaborative creation of places using various art forms. 

The two-day programme will include speeches from guest speakers, 

discussion panels, concerts, and exhibitions of A-Place works. 

Additionally, the journal "Annales. Series Historia et Sociologia" 

(ISSN 1408-5348) has launched a call for papers on the theme 

"Building Our Cities around People and Places," (deadline 8 October 2023) 

which will be guest-edited by A-Place partners. Interested authors are 

invited to participate in the discussions in Lisbon by proposing a theme 

and contacting us at leandro.madrazo@salle.url.edu. 

















17:30 CONCERT AND AUDIOVISUAL INSTALLATION 

- 18:30

"Passages" 

entropia 

Joao Ferreira, composition, sound design, keyboards 

Marta Fiolic, video, photography, editing 

This audiovisual installation is based on the testimonies of the women of 

the SOMOS MULHERES (WE ARE WOMEN) Association about their livelihoods, 

their struggles, their setbacks, and their triumphs before, during, and after 

experiencing homelessness. The narratives have no beginning or ending; 

they reflect different passages with different odds and possibilities, 

while the sounds and images help the immersion in the experiences, faces, 

and places. The installation is envisioned as a slideshow of photographs and 

videos in synergy with a live musical performance using keyboards and 

electronics. The musical piece was created from the interviews and 

street sounds captured passing through the Mouraria neighbourhood, 

between Pra<;a da Figueira and lntendente, relevant for the individual stories. 

The integral parts of the installation were created within the scope of 

the A-Place Project's activities in Lisbon in 2023. 

Soundwalking in Bairro do Rego 

For A Reconnecting Place, a placemaking activity of A-Place Project in 

Lisbon in 2022, a series of pieces were co-created with the neighbourhood's 

youth while highlighting the potentiality of music and sound to enhance 

the experience of a place and exalt the creative responses to it. 

Together, these pieces formed a unique soundwalk. 

We encourage you to visit Bairro do Rego and "listen" to the neighourhood. 

You can dive into the experience and explore the sounds and spaces of 

the neighbourhood by following a specifically designed and 

geo-located path through the ECHOES* app. 

*To explore this collective sound experience, it is necessary

to download the ECHOES app (free and available on Android

and iOS) and bring your headphones.
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